The ‘Astrologers’ question of this timing is ‘why would an Astrologer choose this
timing for the signing of the TPPA?’
There are strong positives and negatives in this timing.
The positives are the sextile and trine structures made by Venus, Mercury Pluto to
Mars Juno and Chiron.The Venus Mercury Pluto group is interesting as at this time
Pluto is at the exact mid point of both Venus and Mercury, which suggests a powerful
change in the way people relate and communicate to each other. This is carried
further with the good relationship to Mars and Juno, which is also a strong ‘people
interacting’ group. All this supported by Mercury trine Jupiter, again indicating good
and productive communication between people.

Chiron in this mix provides a

positive healing vibe to this conversation, all saying this is a great time to change the
way a group of people are going to relate to each other. A very nice quitile to
Persephone from Mars Juno makes this refer to international interactions.
The next nice bit , is Moon conjunct Saturn trine to Uranus and Vesta. Together this
is the practical yet innovative and dedicated engineer, thus suggesting a good time

to put into place practical agreements for commerce to occur. The quintile from
Uranus to Pallas suggests strong leadership being taken on the matter.
Then there is the tension, which is based around the Venus Mercury Pluto. These
chaps are still tense with Uranus and also Persephone. The Uranus Pluto tension has
been active through the last few years and has been a hallmark of each push taken
by those who want this agreement. The Venus Mercury Pluto when in tension talks of
the manipulation and lies being spun to facilitate the ruthless oppression of
humanity, as suggested by Uranus and Persephone.
Neptune in opposition to Persephone have also been active these last 4 years or so
and implicit in the complete deceit and secrecy shown throughout the TPPA
meetings. With Ceres, the Earth Mother, coming in on this now it talks of the lose of
soverignity one has over ones own homeland, along with the indicative abuse of
nature this agreement allows.
The scarey event of this time, if consciously appointed would be the choice of Sun
tense to Mars and Juno, which is begging for a fight, thus the indication of the wish
to portray any protests as terrorists etc. Thus a special effort has to be made to keep
any protests peaceful.
One interesting structure here is the Moon Saturn tense to Jupiter and Chiron. This is
a aspect of indecision suggesting it is not the done deal many think, but also that
there are contingencies in place for ‘the unexpected’. This most likely refers to the
overall deal still needs to be ratified by the various countries and this is not a clear
cut outcome. Canada for instance is suggesting it will not ratify it.
So an interesting choice, where the iron fist has a very pleasant lamb skin glove over
it.

